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language of communication, and one needs to learn the
language to communicate. Similarly, while speaking with
mute and deaf people, a person needs to know their language
of communication. So far, from the ancient period, people
have expressed themselves using various hand gestures and
movements; This brings the concept of Sign language into the
picture. So far, there are around 300 different Sign languages.
Widely used is American Sign language(ASL), but every
country has its sign language and lacks in providing one
universally accepted Sign Language for communication.
These sign languages help the deaf and mute to communicate
with people around them. But statistically speaking, the
World Federation of the Deaf (WFD) stated that 72million
out of 430 million could only communicate using sign
language; This shows the lack of education provided
facilities for these differently-abled. According to the report
by WHO,
unaddressed issues faced by these
differently-abled people included lack of education,
communication medium, unemployment, facilities, etc.
In this paper, we have focused on four of the issues faced
by these people, namely gesture to text, speech to text,
e-learning platform, and the alert system. Gesture to text will
be a live prediction of gestures performed; This will be
provided in the android mobile application so that anyone can
use it easily. Furthermore, the application catches the words
spoken and types on screen for mute and deaf people to read.
These two features will smooth out and shorten the drift
between two parties unknown of their respective languages.
The current system also provides an e-learning platform
where users can find various courses created considering the
need of the Mute and deaf community. Finally, a feature that
helps alert the people in emergencies like a fire, natural
disaster, etc., using vibration patterns

Abstract: Human communication plays a vital role; without
communicating, day-to-day tasks seem difficult to complete. And
the world has an almost 5% population that struggles with hearing
or speaking disability, which contributes to 430 million people
worldwide, and this will grow up to 900million just in the next 25
to 30 years. With the increasing noise pollution, hearing capacity
degrades, leading to various hearing problems. The WHO
statistics show that 32million kids are acoustically impaired. With
disabilities, there are multiple issues these people face, such as
lack of learning facilities, job opportunities, communication
platforms, etc. These people need a cooperative environment to
express, learn at their pace and level of understanding. This paper
focuses on developing an application that bridges the gap between
these acoustically disabled people and people unknown to their
way of communication. The proposed research is an edge device
application provides features like a gesture to text, speech to text,
e-learning platform, and Alert mechanism. This paper majorly
focuses on developing a friendly all in one platform for mute and
deaf community for communication, learning and emergency
alerts. The research was conducted with two approaches the
traditional CNN and Tensorflow lite EfficientNet model to train
the ASL (American Sign Language) dataset for the
communication platform, where we obtained accuracy of 98.91%
and 98.82% respectively. To overcome the computational barriers
of traditional CNN approach, Tensorflow lite EfficientNet model
was brought into the picture. The proposed methodology would
help build a platform for the deaf and mute community to express
themselves better and gain wider exposure to the world.
Keywords: ASL, android application, CNN, image
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I. INTRODUCTION

C

ommunication with others is needed for anything
and everything while performing day-to-day activities.
People who are blessed with the ability to speak and hear can
communicate through words. Different countries have their

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
There are various applications available to provide the
features of text to speech for communicating with each other.
Of course, these applications can only be helpful for people
who know the language spoken or typed. But most mute and
deaf people use sign language to communicate. Play store
offers several applications like Deaf communication, Easy to
Talk, Talk to Deaf, Mute Helper, etc.; these applications only
provide the functionality of text to speech and speech to text.
Some other applications like Mute speaker, Indian Sign
Language, etc.; give icons to text/speech and speech to text.
These are limited resources to communicate on a daily basis.
Various other approaches can be broadly classified into
Gloves-based and Image-based.
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Gloves based approach is a traditional approach that uses
the pose of hand and motion for predicting hand gesture[3].
In addition, gloves based approach primarily uses proximity
sensors to determine the bends of fingers[4]. There are
approaches through which continuous moment of data is
being captured with the help of flex sensors; these sensors
then send data to a microcontroller like Arduino and, based
on sensor data, predict the output[11]. Similarly, using flex
sensors, the angle between fingers is calculated and based on
the angle value of the resistor, these values will be used to
determine the prediction[9]. The gloves-based approach
gives accuracy but has the additional cost of hardware, which
necessarily is not affordable for many people.
Another
widely
used
approach
was
using
Microsoft-Kinect; it is a hardware device specially designed
as a low price device combining RGB camera and depth
sensor. First, the application captures an image using an RGB
camera; further, the depth sensor measures the depth and
forms a skeleton which is then analyzed. Finally, the noise
and background are removed from the analyzed skeleton and
passed for prediction [13].
Other approaches include the software and hardware
method together, where the motion measurements are taken
using sensors and using these electrical signals, and fuzzy
logic predictions are made[8]. The software approach
generally uses a webcam/ mobile device camera for image
capturing and uses OpenCV for pre-processing and
TensorFlow for the training model for predicting the gesture
[4,7,12]. However, these are few approaches for
gesture-to-text applications.
While talking about e-learning applications, the google
play store offers few applications like Sign Language ASL
pocket Sign, Deaf-ISL, deaf Sign Language, etc. These
applications provide basic day-to-day life sign gestures
through video-based lessons. Looking at common
educational approaches for these acoustically disabled
people, bilingual-bicultural, and auditory/oral methods are
widely efficient and used[19]. The bilingual method is about
using text and signs for teaching using video lectures. High
visualization helps students to grasp the content well[17].
Pre-quiz and post-quiz methods also help in analyzing how
much progress a person has made. This method experimented
on deaf and mute college students for teaching advanced
engineering level courses.[6]
Therefore after analyzing various approaches for
gesture-to-text and e-learning applications, developing an
android application would be a handy and easy solution. An
android application consuming minimal memory space and
uses mobile CPU efficiently for computation would be the
target achieved by the proposed system.

Fig -1: Home Page

A. Gesture to text
This feature focuses on live gesture-to-text prediction;
this enables quick and fluent conversation without any
latency in frame processing as compared to other mediums.
This helps in bridging the communication gap by enabling
people without any knowledge of sign language to
understand the voice of acoustically disabled people. It
predicts the English alphabets [a-z] and 3 additional gestures
that are; delete, nothing and space.
The dataset we used here is a publicly available dataset, the
ASL alphabet dataset; having around 87000 images. The
dataset contains 29 classes with each comprising approx.
3000 images.
Further implementing this feature we followed two
approaches:
1. Traditional CNN model
2. EfficientNet model
Concealed from the reviewers, and vice versa, throughout
the review process. All submitted manuscripts are reviewed
by three reviewer one from India and rest two from overseas.
There should be proper comments of the reviewers for the
purpose of acceptance/ rejection. There should be minimum
01 to 02 week time window for it.
1.

Traditional CNN model:
As CNN is proven to be best as an image classification
model, initiating this approach was an ideal start for the
classification. Therefore proceeding with this approach, at
first we resized all the images in the dataset into (64x64) and
labelled them further.
The next step is splitting the dataset for test and train sets,
where the ratio for test-train split is 0.2:0.8. Then applying
One-Hot encoding onto the result set, converting it into
categorical data so that our algorithm can understand and
identify the relationship between labels. Then further on
converting the train and test sets into float32 format and
normalizing the pixel values by dividing them by 255, thus
bringing them into the range of [0 - 1].

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The various currently available applications we studied
have text-to-speech and speech-to-text options. These are
pretty basic for people to communicate efficiently. As we
saw, the issues faced by these people are expressing
themselves and evolving into today’s world. That is a lack of
communication and education medium, thus in our system,
we have proposed the following features:
1. Gesture to Text
2. Speech to Text
3. E-Learning Platform
4. Alert Mechanism
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We added convolutional 2D layers and Maxpooling2D
layers to our model. With “Relu” activation function for the
convolution 2D layer and “sigmoid” activation function for
the fully connected layer; the diagram of which is represented
below:

makes use of transfer learning which results in better
accuracy in fewer data and time. Hereafter using
image_classifier.create() we get the EfficientNet lite model
with the corresponding label file generated along with it. The
model takes an input image of size 224x224 with three
channels per pixel (RGB - Red Green Blue). Further making
it of the size 224x224x3, this being the actual input to the first
layer of the model. The label with the most probability as per
the model is chosen to be our desired output.
Using this approach we obtained an accuracy of 98.28%.
Also, the pre-processing of the input image was carried out
without using any external or bulky library.

Fig -2: CNN model
The CNN model when integrated with edge device
requires pre-processing such as rotation, resizing,
normalization and reshaping for which we need to use
libraries which are bulky and heavy for edge devices. Having
those libraries and performing the steps as mentioned in the
Fig -3 increases the computational space and time on edge
devices. Thus, such bulky application would not be ideal
when considering edge devices.

Fig -4: Gesture to Text Flow
In spite of the accuracy of the EfficientNet approach
being 0.63% less than the traditional approach, it was taken
into further implementation considering its advantages on
mobile/android devices.

Fig -3: Traditional CNN Approach
The accuracy obtained through this traditional approach
was 98.91%. But while implementing this model onto
mobile/android devices, the pre-processing steps consumed
time and extra space, and there was an additional requirement
of the OpenCV library to be installed onto the device; which
made it very heavy and bulky.
2.

EfficientNet model
In order to compensate for the disadvantages of the
traditional approach, the EfficientNet model was brought into
the picture. EfficientNet lite model is specially designed for
better performance on mobile, CPU, and GPU; thus
overcoming our issue of computational resources constraints.
TensorFlow lite model maker library helps in simplifying
the process of training our EfficientNet model using
image_classifier.create() function. This model maker library
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Table- I: Comparison between the two approaches
Attributes

CNN

TF lite model

Accuracy

98.91%

98.82%

Pre-processing

Normalization,

reshaping

reshaping
Memory required in

>100 mb

<25 mb

Significantly more

Comparatively

edge device
Computation time
required in edge

less

device

Fig - 7: E-Learning Platform

B. Speech to Text
Using the inbuilt features provided by the android
allows conversion from speech to text. This is done with the
help of Google Speech to Text API. Speech input is provided
to the app or intent which is then streamed to a server, where
the voice data will be converted into textual data and the
response is sent back to our app. The Recognizer Intent is
used in the Speech to text Android API, in which we basically
trigger the Recognizer Intent and the speech input is fed to it,
then the speech to text conversion outcome is returned back
and displayed onto the label provided.

D. Alert Mechanism
These people are challenged with their hearing power,
therefore it is difficult for them to figure out the alarming or
chaotic situations around them, whether it may be a natural
calamity or a man-made disaster. Thus, to overcome this
challenge of theirs, we came up with this feature, where the
location of the disaster or mishap can be uploaded onto the
Firebase by any Rescue Department worker. And based upon
these location changes in the Firebase, the users in the given
perimeter of the location would be alerted through different
and unique vibration patterns on their mobile phones, thus
alerting them about their surroundings and urging them to
reach out to a safe place.

Fig - 6: Speech to text
C. E-Learning Platform
These mute and deaf people face economical
challenges while incurring the high costs for learning and
educational means due to the limited resources available for
them to explore. Thus, to overcome this challenge of theirs,
we have implemented this feature of E-Learning, where
people or tutors from all over the world can upload videos
through YouTube, where they just have to provide the unique
id of their published videos. The videos and courses would be
managed and moderated by a moderator before surfacing
them onto our app. The videos’ unique ids will be uploaded
onto the Google Firebase, and these unique ids would be
fetched on runtime from Firebase and listed onto our app.
With the help of Youtube API, these videos can be played on
the app. Thus providing an open-source and free-of-cost
learning platform for these differently-abled people to
enhance their skills and explore new opportunities around the
world.
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Fig -8: Alert Mechanism
IV. CONCLUSION
Mute and deaf people are quite dependent on human
interpreter for communication and other needs. The proposed
approach would help reducing the dependency of these
people on human interpreter. Thus, the proposed approach of
gesture detection using Tensorflow lite EfficientNet model is
suitable for edge devices with less computational capabilities
and making it compatible with minimum configuration
devices. The e-learning approach proposed in this paper
would abridge the gap to learn the industry skills for these
people and also provide a platform for researchers and people
to experiment with different learning techniques for these
differently abled people.
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The proposed approach for emergency alerts would help in
reducing the mishaps that include these people and help them
save their own lives during emergencies.
Further work and scope of improvising would be
initialized with creating a dataset with varieties of images
including varieties in the background, skin tones, light
exposure, etc. Also, more gestures can be added to this
predefined set which will increase its fluency. Text
concatenation and sentence building, which will ease the
person to understand the sign gestures fluently.
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